
HOW TO WRITE A SPONSOR PROPOSAL SAMPLE

This free sponsorship proposal template can help persuade businesses to sponsor your event or product, making sure
to focus on the audience and benefits.

Notably, for huge and prominent companies, it would be a great choice to submit this document. Refrain from
ever sending a sponsorship letter addressed "To whom it may concern". It will bring your proposal to life and
make it look even more professional. A sponsorship proposal is a document that is written with the purpose of
luring benefactors to sponsor an event, program, or a project proposal. Give specific examples of what your
sponsors will gain from working with you. Keep it short, sharp and to the point. Step 6: Terms and Conditions
It is very important that you mention all the terms and conditions of the sponsorship in the proposal. This
process will be longer or shorter based on how you connected with the sponsor initially; longer from a cold
call and shorter by a word of mouth referral. To make a contribution, simply include your gift in the
self-addressed and stamped envelope included with this letter or hand-deliver your donation to [school
address]. How can you possibly know what they want or need without ever asking? Hence, you need to be
prepared before entering the war zone. Write a brief but concise description as to what the event is all about
and the story behind it. One fine way to approach sponsors is using sponsorship proposals. Finally, open the
letter by cordially addressing the individual you have identified in the target organization. Videos are a good
way to keep the text portion of your proposal short, while still providing a prospective sponsor with a lot of
informational content about your event and how they can benefit from it. Keep this portion of your letter brief,
but try to hit the high points so that your target sponsor gets a good idea of who you are, what you are doing,
and why they should consider supporting you. But remember, leveraging or activating the sponsorship usual
costs between 2 and 3 times the sponsorship amount. Include: All of your contact details including email,
mobile phone, social media and website address An opportunity to come and see you in action if appropriate e.
In this case, you can be saved from having to consider renting or reserving a venue, as that has already been
secured for you. The success of any event highly depends upon the funds available for execution of the event
and the best way to collect more and more funds for an event is to get it sponsored and have more and more
sponsors. You can create some great connections with other volunteers. Think about all the things you enjoy
doing and the places where you can meet with these facilitators and leaders. Step 2: Describe yourself or your
organization Once you have your professional header and have identified the right person to send your letter
to, you should begin by describing yourself or your organization. You should also include some details about
your event, if you are planning one. This method is practiced in various fields including schools, companies,
and even sports. Breaking the process of writing this letter down into several steps can help make the task
more approachable and less intimidating. Psychographics â€” attributes relating to personality, values,
attitudes, interests and lifestyle etc. This comes about from natural networking and building relationships
based on trust and mutual interests. Get it professionally printed and send 2 copies to the sponsor and keep 2
copies for yourself. For instance, you want to organize a singing contest, inquire the audio-related companies
and not the gyms. Our role is to provide the unique marketing initiatives to help make this figure a reality. You
need to customize the sponsorship proposal depending upon the sponsors because a customized sponsorship
proposal highlighting the benefits for the sponsor will definitely catch the attention of the sponsor and will
have bright chances of being successful and getting funds for the event in shape of sponsorship money.


